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Q.1 Choose the right option and rewrite the sentences : (4)

1) The Indian standard time (IST) is ............... E longitude.
a. 82  - 30’          b. 37  - 30’          c. 96  - 30’          d. 72  - 30’o o o o

2) ............... fishing is not developed in Brazil.
a. Open-sea         b. Inland         c. Marine

3) In Brazil the winter is from …………. .
a. November to January          b. April to September
c. October to December d. January to March

4) These rivers of Brazil are not flowing
a. Juruaka - Zingu - Aragua          b. Negro - Branka - Paru
c. Japura - Jurua - Purus d. Paraguay - Parana - Uruguay

Q.2 Match the correct pairs : (4)

Coloumn "A" Coloumn "B"

 i.   North  a. Uruguay

 ii.  West  b. Guyana

 iii. South  c. Bolivia

 iv. East  d. Peru

  e. Atlantic ocean

  f.  Argentina

Q.3 Answer in one sentence (Any 4) (4)

1) Which two highlands together form the core of South American continent? 

2) Why are meat and dairy products produced on large scale in Brazil?

3) What acts as an obstruction to the winds coming from sea in Brazil? 

4) What type of photographs will you click with respect to the field visit?

5) Name one state in the northern part of India which has low population density.

Q.4 (A) Do as per the instructions given below. (4)

Do as per the instructions given below.
Fill information in the map of India, give labels and prepare an index/legend.

(i) Desert Thar
(ii) Swamp deer
(iii) Indira Point
(iv) One Major Port
(v) River Tapi



(vi) One state with 81-100% of urban population.

(B) Answer the following questions on the basis of the map given. (Any four) (4)

i. What does the above map indicate?
ii. How many time zones are shown in the map?
iii. Which part of Brazil is ahead of others?
iv. What does the dark line in the map show?
v. In which direction does Ponto De Seixas lie?

Q.5 Give geographical reasons. (Any two) (6)

1) The waterways are not developed in Brazil.

2) India’s population density is high.

3) India has deciduous forests. 

4) There are no West flowing rivers in Brazil.

Q.6 (A) Draw a graph / Answer the help of the given statistical information. (6)



With the help of given statistical data prepare a simple bar graph and answer the following
questions.

     

i. What is the interval of the data?
ii. In which year 18% urbanization is found? 
iii. Urbanization has increased by how many percent from 2001 to 2011?

OR

(B) Answer the following by reading the graph/diagram.

i. What was the literacy rate in Brazil in 2001?
ii. In which decade did the literacy rate increase the most in India?
iii.What is the difference between the literacy rates of India and Brazil in 1991?
iv.By how much has the literacy rate increased in India between 1981-2016?
v. How much is the interval generally used in the graph?

vi.
What conclusions can you draw from the graph regarding the literacy rates of India
and Brazil?

Q.7 Answer the following in detail. (Any two) (8)

1) If you are a part of the field visit, what preparations would you make? 

2) Why does the deciduous type of vegetation occupy most of India?

3) Explain the origin of South-west monsoon winds.

4) What problems did Brazil and India face after independence?


